
O.T. Intro. *4 (Cont.) -63--

we are of the LXX text. It has not been preserved, with accuracy at all k±maa comparable

to that of the Hebrew or even to that of the NT. question by student. Under the inspiration

of the Holy Spirit a N.T. writer quotes an O.T. passage, sometimes from the Septuigent and

sometimes not. If he always quoted the LXX you might be tempted to say, I think erroneously,

that the LXX Is an absolutely accurate translation; but when he sometimes quotes the LXX

and sometimes not, it is pretty good. evidence that in many cases ne
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Liz ;i u .B an absolutely accurate tro.nslation.

It i just as impossible for one translation to be exactly rignt as it is icr a man born

in America to eTactly like a man 'orn in Te two oftnm may he very similar, if, fact

two men or: In Wi m3t"'tc.n are not absolu"ely alike. I.' you take a book in German am ua

tran:1iuu : £r1ie '.cn is word for word. wnat yoiluxt is utter nou..ne. You

have to read the German and try and express those ideas in English and you cannot express them

exactly because it is impossible. The N.T. does not follow the LXX. Suppose that you. were

translating--Our Lord spoke the Aramaic and he says something that Isaiah said and. gives

the Hebrew of Isaiah. A gospel writer if he is going to say exacly what He said has to say

it in Aramaic. What he says in Aramaic is not exactly what the Hebrew said. becuase He could

not exactly translate *he Hebrew into Aramaic. The probability is that Christ said the

current translation, which was most commonly used unless that did not bring out the correct

idea of the original and in that case the riter would either use the words Christ used and

put them into Greek or he woild ive a translation of the Hebrew and. which he did we on't

knww inee it probabl, varied.. That doesn't prove that the LO was perfect translation.

The N.T. tanslation of the O.T. sayzings do not always follow the I.X. Matthew in the original

is absolutely accurate. Whatever lanuae Matthew wrote it, the Holy Spirit still kept him

from error in writiri. The reek Gospel of Matt. also came from Matthew is the idea the church

has held all of the time. The original is free from eror. That doesn't mean that wheh some

thing Is trnnslated from the other lanpia'e it is absolutely accurate since there is not such

thing as a perfect translation.

There was nothing in Christ's tIe that anyone could point to as the IJCX--that is a

a book. There were many translations at that time and eventually a number of these rolls were

united into one and put into the books which we cal' the LXX. They were not one at that time.
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